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Last year, fostering climate- and environ-
ment-friendly activities remained one of 
the most important goals of Lithuanian air-
ports. In line with the principles of sustain-
able development, we have tried to manage 
economic, social, and environmental factors 
in an integrated way in all phases of our 
operations. This has led to several achieve-
ments in 2020 in this area: To improve the 
quality of life of the community, we have 
strengthened and developed noise manage-
ment measures, improved water efficiency, 
and managed the waste we generate in a 
circular economy way. Finally, we have fo-
cused a lot of attention and effort on the 
contribution of our air gateway to the fight 
against climate change by reducing carbon 
emissions.

Lithuanian Airports have always set the 
highest standards for the quality of ser-
vices provided to passengers. Our goal is 
to create an environment for travellers 
that is a pleasant and comfortable place to 
wait for their flight. That is why in 2020, we 

Despite a challenging year for the aviation sector in 
2020, our values and commitments to our stakehold-
ers have remained steadfast. As the country's main air 
gateway connecting Lithuania to the world, we contin-
ued our mission last year, working together to create 
tangible added value for the country and the society 
we live in. However, with the constant rush to move 
forward and set new goals, it is worth pausing at least 
once a year to take stock of what we have achieved. 
We share these joys, discoveries, and achievements in 
our Corporate Social Responsibility Report for 2020.

launched the Play and Read space at Vilnius 
Airport, with a play area, comfortable chairs, 
and a reading room. We want all passengers 
to feel welcome at Lithuanian airports. Last 
year, driven by this desire, we joined the 
international social project The Hidden Dis-
abilities Sunflower, which aims to help peo-
ple with hidden disabilities to identify their 
needs when travelling, and to allow airport 
staff to distinguish passengers whose dis-
abilities are not immediately visible.

All these goals would be difficult to achieve 
without employees who believe in the mis-
sion of Lithuanian Airports. Their daily work 
has contributed to the fact that today we 
can go into the next year with even greater 
ambition. Last year, a total of 48 ideas were 
put forward by gate staff on how the work-
ing environment could be improved; 33 of 
them have already been implemented. Lis-
tening and attending is our guiding principle 
within the company. We believe that only by 
working together can we enjoy outstanding 
achievements. 

This year has shown that having a clear goal, 
leadership in sustainable development, and 
a proactive team lead to the growing role of 
Lithuanian airports in the global aviation con-
text. We are convinced that the synergy be-

tween ambition and responsibility can make 
a significant contribution to creating an envi-
ronment where everyone can enjoy living and 
creating. 

Our goal is to create an 
environment for travellers that 
is a pleasant and comfortable 
place to wait for their flight
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On 31 October 2016, SE Lithuanian Air-
ports declared their ambition to follow the 
principles of sustainable development at 
international level. Airport sustainabili-
ty declaration, signed together with other 
international airports — Chicago, Dallas, 
Rome, Amsterdam Schiphol, New York John 
F. Kennedy (JFKIAT), London Heathrow, Lon-
don Gatwick and others. The main objec-
tive of this declaration is to strengthen the 

system of sustainable and resilient airports 
worldwide through cooperation, transparen-
cy, innovation and participation. 

The position of LOU — to follow the prin-
ciples of sustainability in its activities and 
to manage and reconcile economic, social 
and environmental factors in an integrated 
manner — was also enshrined in the LOU 
Strategic action plan. The most common 
Sustainable development goals are en-

dorsed by the United Nations organization 
(hereinafter - UN). On 25 September 2015, 
the UN members, including Lithuania, com-
mitted themselves to the implementation of 
these objectives over the next 15 years, by 
2030. they have three main aspects: eco-
nomic, social and environmental. The LOU, 
taking into account the activities carried out 
and the strategic objectives pursued, distin-
guishes the areas it creates effect in:

The LOU, taking in account these areas and 
while developing its social responsibility is 
guided by the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (hereinafter - SDG) . 

Out of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
set by the UN, LOU focuses on 10, implement-
ing specific initiatives of the Company's social 
responsibility in the fields of environmental, 
workers' and social, human rights and the 
fight against corruption and bribery.

TABLE 1. LOU areas affected

  
COMPANIES'  
SOCIAL  
RESPONSIBILITY

AREA EFFECT FIELD STAKEHOLDER STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION

- Climate change
- Resources (waste)
- Ambient air quality

- Water

Society Be the wings of Lithuanian growth and prosperity

SOCIAL
- Social welfare

- Ensuring human rights
- Noise and quality of life

Colleagues

 Partners

 Clients

 Society

- To act unanimously and ambitiously in managing different 
partnerships

- To be open and impartial, creating an attractive environment for 
Lithuanian business

- To offer a competitive network of directions and diversity of 
services and caring servicing

- Be Lithuanian wings of growth and prosperity

ECONOMIC AND 
LEGAL

- Combating corruption and 
bribery

- Buyer's power to the supplier
Shareholder - Develop safe and efficient infrastructure
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Company policies in the field of  
environmental protection

In the year 2020, The first of the three - Vilnius 
airport declared its commitment to “control, re-
duce or compensate for negative environmental 
impacts and increase positive impacts" by draft-
ing and adopting the environmental policy of 
Vilnius Airport.  An even stronger commitment 
to sustainable development principles including 
Kaunas and Palanga airports was demonstrated 
by the LOU signing the Airport Sustainability Dec-
laration on 16 October 2016, and by adopting 
the first LOU Environmental strategy in the light 
of the UN Sustainable development objectives 
in areas of good health, clean water and sani-
tation, affordable and clean energy, sustainable 
cities and communities, responsible consump-
tion and production, combating climate change, 
the impact of forests, land and biodiversity. 
While the environmental management of the 
LOU takes place mainly in accordance with its 
internal Environment strategy, the focus on the 
global objectives of the LOU has helped to align 
its objectives, instruments and indicators with 
those announced in 2019, and the ACI Sustain-
ability strategy was updated in 2020. The LOU 
Environmental strategy covers 5 activities from 
the environmental (climate change, resources, 
water and biodiversity) and social (noise) im-
pacts declared in the ACI "Sustainability strat-
egy". In addition, the LOU Environment strategy 
identifies Community and communication and 

Environmental governance as separate topics, 
but does not include the topic of ambient air 
quality, which is of increasing importance.

Without a sustainable and balanced approach 
to the environment and the environmental im-
pact of airport activities, it is impossible not only 
to develop airports, but also to support current 
activities. The main objective of airports is ac-
cessibility, the implementation of which leads 
to an increase in the number of flights and 
passengers, the development of infrastructure 
and even greater environmental consequences. 
Airports are a strategic and very visible object, 
the environmental aspects of which are regu-
lated not only by the legislation of the Republic 
of Lithuania and the European Union, but also 
by the documents of the International Civil Avi-
ation Organization, industry standards, while 
the activities of airports are monitored both by 
non-governmental organizations and society. 
In such circumstances, in order to be an envi-
ronmentally conscious organization and to suc-
cessfully carry out and expand its activities, the 
Company undertook to identify and strategically 
address environmental issues, while aiming to 
increase operational efficiency, save resources 
and improve image and relations with interest-
ed parties. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION

(© UN)
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Indicators and results

The objectives of the LOU in the main topics of the 
ACI Sustainability strategy and the LOU Environ-
mental strategy and an overview of their imple-
mentation in 2020 are presented in the table.

Environmental protection is a very wide area cover-
ing many aspects of airport operations, therefore, 
quite a lot of indicators are observed at Lithuanian 
airports. The main ones are presented in the table:

The table shows the indicators of resourc-
es (waste) and water in the list of monitored 
indicators so far only for dynamic monitoring 
and are not linked to targets to be achieved. 
In 2022 it is planned to develop a LOU Waste 
management strategy, which will link the indi-
cators to the measures and the target result. 

The values of the 2018 indicators are pre-
sented in order to compare the environmen-
tal impact of the LOU, since most of the 2020 
indicators presented in the table are unrepre-
sentative and should not be evaluated due to 
the Covid-19 crisis. This is particularly true for 
the indicators linked to the number of passen-
gers, as the values of the indicators increased 
significantly as a result of a drastic decrease 
in passengers. On the other hand, noise indi-
cators are directly related to the number of 
flights, and when the number of flights de-
creases - the number of super normative noise 
zones and buildings entering them decrease, 
as well as the number of noise complaints. 
One of the key indicators of climate change, 
the total CO2 emissions, is not directly affect-
ed by the number of flights (since ACA level 1 
and 2 does not include CO2 emissions from 
aircraft), and is not affected by the number 
of passengers (since the maximum energy 
costs are required to maintain the airport in-
frastructure). This indicator decreased at all 
airports compared to 2018 and 2019, while 
the decrease in 2020 (around 84% VNO, 75% 
KUN and 78% PLQ compared to 2019) was due 
to the acquisition of guarantee of origin cer-
tificates confirming that the electricity used 
by LOU was produced from renewable energy 
sources.

TABLE 2. Environmental indicators 2018—2020

LOU ENVIRONMENTAL KPI  
(corresponding to ACI Sustainability 

Strategy KPI's)

VNO KUN PLQ

2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020 2018 2019 2020

CLIMATE CHANGE

CO2emissions (Scope 1 and Scope 2), t
11 

725
6 987 1 061 3 115 1 873 457 925 512 111

CO2 emissions (Scope 1 and 2) per 
passenger, kg CO 2/passenger 

2.38 1.40 0.81 3.1 1.61 1.24 2.92 1.51 0.9

% of green energy in total energy con-
sumption

0 0 66 % 0 0 66 % 0 0 66 %

RESOURCES (WASTE)

Formation of waste deposits, kg/passen-
ger

0,08 0,072 1,79 0,22 0,306 4,38 0,19 0,148 1,24

Quantity of second-time used / recyclable 
waste in total flow,%

8,6 13 19,6 1,32 1,5 9,6 40,6 38 14,5

WATER

Water consumption, m3/passenger 0,016 0,017 0,121 - 0,011 0,077 - 0,013 0,03

NOISE (AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE COMMUNITY)

Number of people living in buildings enter-
ing the super normative noise zone 

~307 ~414
To be 

adjusted
0 0

To be 
adjusted

0 0
To be 

adjusted

Area of super normative noise zones 
(day/night), km2

-/3,89 1,23/5,24
To be 

adjusted
-/1.15 0,62/1.23

To be 
adjusted

-/0,65 0,51/1,45
To be 

adjusted

Number of complaints about noise 9 12 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3. Other environmental results

CURRENT SITUATION: DIRECTION / PURPOSE WORKS PERFORMED IN 2020

CLIMATE CHANGE 

Participation in ACI Airport Carbon Accreditation program: 
VNO — Level 2 Reduction; KUN and PLQ — Level 1 

Mapping

VNO: 2022 move to ACA Level 3
KUN and PLQ: Develop a CO2 reduction plan and move to 

ACA Level 2 in 2022.
 

Aviation General Axis: 0 CO2 emissions from operations 
controlled by the airport (Scope 1 and 2 emissions) by 

2050[1] .
This objective is replicated by the EU Sustainable and 
Smart Mobility Strategy, released at the end of 2020, 

which is part of the European Green Deal[2].

Calculated emissions of VNO, KUN and PLQ CO2 and updated ACA certificates: VNO Level 2; KUN 
and PLQ — Level 1;

Implementation of the VNO CO2 reduction plan is continued: the program of changing lighting 
systems to LED - replacing apron lamps; the transport fleet was renewed with hybrid cars; the 
solar power plant was installed on the new LSA building; the installation of buildings manage-

ment system has begun; 
Acquired certificates of origin of electricity confirming that in 2020,  the electricity consumed 

by VNO, KUN and PLQ was produced from renewable energy sources;
The development of the VNO Stakeholder plan was launched, which aims to include the emis-

sions of partners operating at the airport in the overall CO2 accounting.

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY

In the airports environment and around airports, air quality 
is determined by the presence of pollutants such as NO 

x, KD10and KD2,5, which are also associated with airport 
activities. The concentrations of these pollutants are not 
observed at Vilnius, Kaunas and Palanga airports; data can 

be obtained from stationary city air quality stations, but 
they do not reflect the airport's contribution.

Ambient air quality at airports should be measured and 
improved by reducing ambient air emissions from aircraft 

and airport operations (European green deal3).

It was decided to include ambient air quality measurements in VNO environment in Horizon 
2020 ALIGHT project WP 9, T9.4Input to measurement of the reduction in GHG emissions and 

environment impact, for the implementation of which the LOU is responsible.

RESOURCES (WASTE)

Waste sorting/accounting/management and chemical sub-
stances and mixtures accountancy according to mandatory 

requirements of EU and LT legislation

Develop waste management strategy for Lithuanian 
airports, taking into account the principle of circular 

economy
The goal set by the ACI Airport Sustainability Strategy is 

the circular economy. By the year 2018, the EU launched 
a renewal of the circular economy legislation package. 
The Circular Economy Action Plan 2020 (Part3 of the 

European Green Deal) underlines that the circular econ-
omy is a key condition for climate neutrality and that all 

economies must contribute to these sectors.

A description of the procedures for accounting, sorting, temporary storage, labelling and trans-
fer of waste to companies handling them has been updated; 

The process of transfer of waste to the waste management company has been prepared; 
Conducted waste accounting in GPAIS system and internal audits of VNO, KUN and PLQ waste 

storage compliance with legal requirements;
Automated waste labelling process; 

Training provided for KUN and PLQ employees.
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[ 1]On 16 May 2019 a Resolution has been adopted by the ACI EUROPE Council which commits airports to reduce CO2 emissions to zero by 2050.

[ 2]EUROPEAN GREEN DEAL is the strive to become the first continent being climate neutral; it is an action plan aimed at: 1)promoting the efficient use of resources in the transition to a clean circular economy;  2) Restore biodiversity and reduce pollution. The transport sector's 
challenge is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by up to 90% by 2050.

[ 3]https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/noise.aspx

CURRENT SITUATION: DIRECTION / PURPOSE WORKS PERFORMED IN 2020

WATER

Environmental, hygienic and tax requirements for the 
extraction and supply of drinking water are met; 

PLQ provides monitoring of groundwater in the territory of 
the fuel base;

Surface wastewater monitoring (VNO, KUN, PLQ).

The aim is to achieve a reduction in water consumption 
and assurance/improvement of water quality (including in 

water bodies) (1), taking into account two aspects:
- the quality and quantity of drinking water consumed by 

workers and passengers;
- the level of contamination of local water basins which 

may be exposed to sewage generated at airports,  
particularly during flushing. 

The project of installation of surface wastewater management system was launched by VNO, 
which included not only the laying of networks for surface wastewater collection, but also in-

stallation of dedicated aircraft flushing sites with wastewater collection system and wastewater 
treatment plant used for glycol (which is used for de-icing) extraction.

NOISE (AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE COMMUNITY)

Airport noise is continuously measured at all airports and 
noise emission maps and reports are compiled annually; 

VNO updated Noise monitoring system; KUN and PLQ  
systems wear out, crash, and do not provide  

a reliable amount of data;
Residential and public buildings are included in the VNO 
over-limit night noise zone, which, according to the ver-

sions of the Aviation Act that came into force in 2020, will 
require LOU to compensate for the costs of the installation 

of noise-insulating measures.
In 2019-2020, the VNO Noise Reduction Plan (NRP) was 

carried out and the NRP 2021/2022 is currently  
being prepared.

Strive to minimize human exposure to super normative 
noise (decreasing number of persons in zones with daily 
noise Ld> 65 dBA and night noise Ln≥ 55 dBA, and de-

creasing or not increasing the super normative  
noise zones).

ICAO document 9829 obliges all members of the organiza-
tion to follow the provision, requiring to apply a balanced 

approach for aircraft noise management based on 4 
guiding principles[3]:

- Reduce aircraft noise at the site of formation;
- Apply territorial planning;

- Change the procedures of operations;
- Limit the use of the noisiest aircraft.

These principles are reflected in all relevant EU and LT 
legislation and are applicable in the noise management 

of the LOU.

Maps and report for 2019 for the VNO, KUN and PLQ;
Rules for the preparation, coordination, validation, publicity and implementation of noise reduc-
tion measures for Prospective noise maps have been developed, harmonized and approved by 

the Government of the Republic of Lithuania; 
VNO, KUN and PLQ perspective simulation of noise protection zones (NPZ) was carried out, 
taking into account various scenarios for the recovery of aviation from the Covid-19 crisis;

Implementation of the VNO NRP was continued: the height of the first turn of the aircraft in the 
direction 01 was increased to 4000 ft and the requirement of compliance with the established 
instrumental departure routes was established at departure; the reconstruction of the apron 

and taxiways was carried out to reduce the ground noise of aircraft; training and technical 
flights at night were prohibited, etc.
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Key risks and their management

Environmental protection is not only a fac-
tor that can have a negative (rising taxes, 
impact on development) or a positive (im-
age improvement through the CO2 reduc-
tion program, EU support for environmental 
initiatives) impact in the activities of the 
LOU, but can also be defined as a risk factor, 
which may limit the Company's activities or 
impose financial penalties. The main envi-
ronmental risks are given in the table.

TABLE 4. Environmental risks

Environmental risk Possible effects Risk management measures

Infringements of  
environmental legislation 

(VNO, KUN, PLQ)

Imposed penalties
Restriction of operation

Negative image

Continuously monitor environmental compliance indicators 
and apply corrective measures if necessary

Allocate sufficient resources to meet environmental  
requirements

Environmental topic priority 
change (VNO, KUN, PLQ)

Only the minimum statutory compliance with  
environmental requirements is maintained, without 

improving the situation
No resources (funds and people) are allocated, no 
action plans executed,  the environmental strategy  

is not followed

Dissemination of environmental ideas within the organization 
based on examples of good practice at other airports

Agreements on deferral of the Environmental strategy and 
action plans terms

Limited financial resources 
for non-direct benefit projects 

(VNO, KUN, PLQ)

Unfeasible projects and measures to improve the cur-
rent environmental status (in particular the reduction of 

CO2 emissions)

Consideration and evaluation of the possibilities of using  
EU funds to implement environmental measures

Environmental solutions are incorporated into ongoing 
development projects

Projections for possible payback or non-financial  
value creation

Limited human resources and/
or change (VNO, KUN, PLQ)

Failure to initiate projects
Delays in reporting to controlling authorities

Noise control process hangs
Know-how is lost — new people learn anew, risk of 

errors, lengthens work completion time
The continuity of strategy execution is lost

Assess the envisaged scope of the activities and allocate 
sufficient human resources to implement the activities;

Involve the responsible staff of the departments directly con-
cerned and assign them to carry out tasks and responsibilities 

corresponding to their field of work;
Promote the involvement of employees across the organiza-

tion in the implementation of the environmental strategy

Risk of loss of information 
due to changes in human re-

sources and/or the absence of 
a centralized storage system 

(VNO, KUN, PLQ)

Time wasted on new information gathering
Delays in reporting to controlling authorities
Not all/inaccuracy/distorted statistics data

Media in a virtual space, where environmental information 
and copies of relevant documents are stored and accessible 

to responsible employees of the LOU branches  

Failure to implement mea-
sures under the VNO Noise 

reduction action plan

Non-decreasing or increasing over-the-norm noise zone 
and the number of people living in it

Dissatisfaction and complaints of the population
Higher funds to compensate for the installation of 

noise-insulating devices
Airport operating restrictions such as night flight ban 

and loss of profit

Contract of cooperation on noise management issues signed 
with the State Enterprise Air Navigation (VĮ Oro navigacija) 
Analysis of annual noise maps and application of corrective 

actions
Aircraft routes and Operations monitoring, correction of violations

Participating in Vilnius city territory planning procedures

 
Other initiatives in the field of envi-
ronmental protection

Employees of the company willingly contrib-
ute to the campaign “Darom” (Let's do it!). 

The power of the buyer to the supplier. When 
choosing to participate in the procurement 
of the company and in order to become a 
supplier of the company, the participants 
are introduced with and must comply with 
the environmental regulations applied in 
the company. The company also contrib-
utes to social responsibility through “green” 
purchases. Since 2020, vehicles purchased 
in accordance with environmental require-
ments (hybrid, electric vehicles purchased 
and used) are successfully put to use, the 
premises of Vilnius Airport are cleaned using 
ecological, environmentally friendly means 
and service delivery methods.
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Company policies in social and 
personnel fields and their implemen-
tation

One of the main goals of the Company in this 
area is enshrined in the Company's Strategic 
action plan for 2020-2024 — being the most 
desired employer among the State Enterpris-
es, living according to mission, vision and val-
ues. In order to achieve this objective and to 
fulfil the obligations of stakeholders, the fol-
lowing long-term objectives and directions for 
human resources management are envisaged:

• ( Stakeholder — Clients) Discover em-
ployees that create value for customers 
and help them grow 

• ( Stakeholder — Shareholder) Develop 
efficient personnel management systems 
to achieve the best result

• ( Stakeholder — Colleagues) Create a 
team that's fun to roll mountains together

• ( Stakeholder — Partners) Creating a 
culture of caring community

• ( Stakeholder — Society) Creating the 
welfare of employees so that they can cre-
ate value for Lithuania

The company's strategic activity plan also in-
cludes key indicators that help to achieve the 
strategic goal — high employee involvement 
and ambitious achievement of goals. Other in-
dicators are also measured and actions taken 

to educate employees and encourage them to 
pursue internally careers. Organizational cul-
ture is being created that would allow attract-
ing and retaining professional workers. Based 
on the goals of the Company, personal goals 
are formed each year for the Personnel sec-
tion of the Company and individual employees. 

In the implementation of the objectives set 
out in the strategic plan, the values of the 
Company are used, which have been purified 
on the basis of the Company's mission and 
obligations to interested parties and are de-
scribed together with the employees:

Creativity

I am looking for non-traditional solutions, I 
find solutions with existing resources, I offer 
alternative solutions to achieve the objective, 
I encourage colleagues to express themselves: 
to speak, to try, to learn.

Trust

I keep agreements and follow promises, I 
communicate in a timely and open manner 
about the course / activity / process, my ac-
tions do not cause risk the company's repu-
tation, I create long-term mutually beneficial 
relationship.

Good sense of ownership

"I lift rubbish off the road" I treat the compa-
ny's assets responsibly, I communicate about 
problems and look for solutions in my own and 
colleagues' environment, I share good practic-
es with colleagues.

 
SOCIAL AND  
PERSONNEL  
ISSUES

(© UN)
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Indicators and results

Employee engagement is one of the most 
important strategic indicators of this stake-
holder group, which has been observed 
since 2015. The indicator evaluates the 
efforts of the Company in carrying out ac-
tivities aimed at the creation of employee 
welfare. It is a questionnaire filled by em-
ployees, which assesses the opinion of em-
ployees about the company's image, oper-
ational processes, managers, remuneration 
policy, cooperation, learning and develop-
ment, and other areas. 

This investigation shall be carried out with 
the help of an independent third party.  The 
Company's strategic action plan for 2020-
2023 provided that in 2020 the employee 
engagement rate should be higher than or 
equal to 63%. The pandemics that have fall-
en on the aviation sector and the resulting 
challenges that have had a negative impact 
on employees' motivation. Failed to achieve 
the goals set. The result achieved is em-
ployee engagement, accounting for 56% 
(11.11% less than in 2019). 

More indicators related to employees are 
also constantly monitored. In 2020, 59% 
of Company employees increased qualifi-
cations  (participated in training)  9 events 
were organized for the employees of the 
Company, which were dedicated to present-
ing the Company's activities and results, 
developing teams, sharing experience and 
innovations. Also during the year, events for 
individual teams were organized, employees 
can participate in initiatives related to im-
proving customer service, providing ideas, 
monitoring colleague work, etc. The Com-

pany encourages employees to improve and 
supports career aspirations — in the year 
2020 6 percent of Company employees re-
joiced their inner career.

Voluntary employee turnover rate is con-
stantly monitored — it reached 8 percent 
in 2020. The reasons of employees for leav-
ing the Company are also analyzed in order 
not to be related to organizational reasons 
(working environment, microclimate, com-
petence of the manager, etc.). 

Key risks

The main risks arising in the personnel field are 
related to:

• Increasing mobility of the labor market, 
i.e. employees change jobs more frequent-
ly, which can lead to a greater turnover 
(change) of employees of the Company, 
which would affect the performance of dai-
ly operations. 

• There is a negative image of the public sec-
tor as an employer, which could lead to the 
unattractiveness of the Company as an em-
ployer and hinder the attraction of profes-
sional candidates.

• The protracted pandemic and its negative 
effects may affect employee motivation.

TABLE 5. Employee involvement index

INDICATORS

INDI-
CATOR 

UNITS OF 
MEASURE-

MENT

GOAL VALUES

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Employee 
involvement 

index
Percent. 41 43 63 56 60 63 65 67

in the year  
2020 6 percent 
of Company  
employees  
rejoiced their 
inner career

11
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Other initiatives  
in the social and personnel fields

Single remuneration policy 

The remuneration policy applied to employees 
of the Company is based on the principles of 
justice, universality, clarity and consistency. 
In the Company, the positions are divided into 
levels according to the knowledge, responsi-
bility and problem solving skills required to 
perform the work. For all employees at the 
same post level, the remuneration rates shall 
be the same. Specific rewards are determined 
by comparing them with the situation of the 
labor market of the Republic of Lithuania.

Equal opportunities

In 2019, the company joined the “Equal oppor-
tunities wings” standard and its achievements 
were evaluated by 2 wings. The Company takes 
care of existing employees so that, regardless 
of their marital status, gender, age and other 
differences or temporary challenges in their 
personal lives, everyone has the opportunity 
to engage in work activities. The Company has 
a flexible work schedule and opportunities to 
work from home, additional holiday days are 
granted, financial support is granted at the 
right time, for example, at the birth of a child, 
reimbursement of children's camps is provid-
ed, as well as sanatoriums visits for children 
with disabilities.

Equal opportunities violations can be reported 
anonymously through the self-control system: 
by filling out the form online, writing a letter by 
e-mail or by sending a traditional letter to the 
internal specialist responsible for examining 
such reports. The process shall ensure maxi-
mum confidentiality of the situation and of the 
rapporteur until the decision is taken.

Social projects

For the second year in a row, the company 
participates in mentoring programs, such as 
SOPA meetings-trainings, which told how to 
integrate into the labor market. The Compa-
ny cooperates with the Employment service 
and helps to take the first steps in people's 
careers, for example through the project “Stu-
dents to Government”, provides students with 
an opportunity to have internships at airports, 
after which the most motivated ones are of-
fered to join the team. Social and education-
al initiatives involve employees of the whole 
company.

Employees health and safety

Mandatory preventive medical examinations 
are organized in the company. Employees 
working in outdoor conditions are subject to 
mandatory vaccination against tick-borne en-
cephalitis. Also annually, vaccination against 
influenza is organized in the company. The 
company received 156 influenza vaccinations, 
101 vaccinations against tick-borne encepha-
litis (some employees were vaccinated twice). 
All employees of the Company are insured by 
permanently valid accident insurance.

Accidents at work

There were 4 accidents or occupational dis-
eases, as well as incidents (events) that cause 
health damage to workers in 2020.

Labor council

In March 2018, the company organized the 
election of the work council. The election was 
attended by 75 percent of Company employ-
ees who had the opportunity to vote for 15 

employees of the Company who submitted 
their candidacy. After counting all the votes of 
the staff, the working council was composed 
of 9 candidates with the highest number of 
votes. After election of the Labor council, an 
agreement on cooperation with the employer 
was signed. The Council shall be elected for 
three years.

Social partners.  

The company has 4 trade unions: Vilnius In-
ternational Airport Trade Union, SE Lithuanian 
Airports trade union, professional union IEVA, 
trade union of State and private enterprises 
employees, branch of SE Lithuanian Airports 
Palanga branch. Currently, the company does 
not have a collective agreement with trade 
unions.

Additional benefits for employees

Each year, employees can choose additional 
benefits that best suits their needs: 

- reimbursement of mobile phones and com-
munication services;

- accumulation of level III pensions;

- selection of packages of health insurance 
services.

Sports activities and other initiatives

The company promotes a healthy lifestyle of 
employees, sports activities and caring for 
physical and mental health. Employees of the 
Company have the opportunity to use gyms in-
stalled in the premises of the Company at any 
time By organizing table tennis tournaments, 
brain ring competitions, participating in bas-
ketball tournaments, the Company provides 

employees with the necessary tools, cloth-
ing, and establishes prizes for participants of 
the competition. The Company also organizes 
various events, such as annual conference, ex-
ecutive meetings with employees, Christmas 
event, team gatherings of individual depart-
ments and departments.

Lithuanian airports are proud of one of the in-
ternal initiatives called “Shadowing” — during 
which the company encourages employees to 
have their own shadow for one day — to try 
out professions or works that they have not 
yet tried, to get acquainted with the activities 
and responsibilities of another colleague. This 
project has been going on for three years and 
helps the company to deny myths, such as 
stereotypes about gender distribution in jobs, 
encourages colleagues to try new professions.

Organization of the client's day

The Company is organizing a “Client's Day” 
annually during Christmas period — when 
the Company's employees work together with 
partners at airport terminals, communicate 
with passengers, provide them with informa-
tion, thus reducing the stress experienced 
during their trips and are creating a cozy at-
mosphere of the airport, in 2020, in view of the 
COVID19 pandemic situation, this initiative was 
organized differently. In order to avoid unnec-
essary contacts, staff and partners working at 
the passenger terminal, as well passengers 
were invited to “put a smile on”, i.e. while being 
at safe distances, to put specially made stick-
ers on themselves, and spend time waiting for 
the flight, playing and deepening knowledge 
about aviation, safe travel and thus reducing 
experienced travel stress. 
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"Play and Read" 

space was established at Vilnius Airport  in 
2020 after the aviation security inspection 
was passed on the second floor of the de-
parture terminal. In the area of more than 80 
square meters, airport visitors are provided 
with a game area, a reading room for books 
and other publications and comfortable 
chairs. The leisure space helps passengers 
with children to spend waiting time in a more 
fun and meaningful way, and children and 
adults find books in the library. It is notewor-
thy that books were donated to this area by 
airport employees and partners themselves, 
and more than 300 were collected per year. 
And the space itself is equipped with minimal 
costs, using the remaining furniture of the old 
VIP terminal. 

Attracting new employees

The Company organizes events and excur-
sions for students in order to tell them about 
the activities of the Company and to encour-
age interest in the work there. Employees 
of the company can also recommend new 
colleagues to vacant positions and, if these 
recommendations are successful, receive ad-
ditional incentive. 39 recommendations were 
presented in 2020, 4 of which were success-
fully put to work.

CHART 1. Employee ideas presented in 2016-2020

CHART 2. Implemented ideas, 2016-2020

Ideas

Employees are encouraged to provide ideas 
on how they can improve and better, facili-
tate their daily work.  During the 1 quarter of 
2020 Employees of the company presented 
48 ideas, 33 of which have already been im-
plemented. 

2016                                 2017                               2018                                 2019                               2020

2016                                 2017                               2018                                 2019                               2020

101

21

116

29

77

25

80

32

48

33
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(© UN)

 
ENSURING  
HUMAN RIGHTS

 
Company policies in the field of hu-
man rights and their implementation

The issues of human rights assurance in the 
Company are most relevant when performing 
passenger security checks and ensuring the 
rights of disabled persons and passengers with 
reduced mobility. Fundamental human rights 
and freedoms are enshrined in the European 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights 
and Fundamental Freedoms (hereinafter - 
ECHR), adopted in 1950. In implementing the 
provisions of the UN Convention on the Rights 
of Persons with Disabilities, adopted in 2006, 
Regulation (EC) No 1107/2006 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council, which requires 
disabled persons and persons with reduced 
mobility to travel by air to have similar oppor-
tunities as other citizens, the Company is has 
developed a technology for the provision of 
services to persons with reduced mobility, and 
quality standards for the services provided to 
persons with reduced mobility have been ad-
opted separately at each airport.

Compliance with the provisions of Regulation 
(EC) 1107/2006 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council is controlled by the Civil Avi-
ation Administration (since 2019 — the Lith-
uanian Transport Safety Administration), which 
carries out audits in the Company annually. For 
its part, the Company monitors whether the 
rights of disabled persons and persons with re-
duced mobility are violated. Monitoring is car-
ried out by examining the complaints received 
by passengers and their numbers, qualitative 
requirements for the provision of the service, 
which are provided for in the relevant quality 
standards and receiving the assessment of pas-
sengers through surveys and direct interviews. 

The airports of Vilnius, Kaunas and Palanga, im-
plementing the requirements of aviation securi-
ty procedures of the Republic of Lithuania and 
international legislation, are guided by airports 
Aviation Security Programs and the Company's 
Aviation Security Training Program approved on 
27 February 2017. All airports have approved aid 
quality standards. The technology of interaction 
between services serving persons with reduced 
mobility has been additionally approved at Vil-
nius Airport.

Also in mid-2020 Lithuanian Airports joined the 
international social project The Hidden Disabil-
ities Sunflower. It aims to help people with in-
visible disabilities to identify their needs in their 
journey more easily, and airport workers to iden-
tify passengers whose disability is not immedi-
ately visible, to be more tolerant, and to provide 
the necessary assistance in a timely manner.

On 3 October 2018, together with other inter-
national companies (“Swedbank”, “Western 
Union”, “Barclays”, “Telia” and others) The com-
pany continued to be an active member of this 
organization after signing the Lithuanian "Diver-
sity charter". 

Diversity Charter is an initiative of the European 
Commission aimed at reducing discrimination 
and promoting diversity and equal opportunities 
in the workplace. Lithuania became the twen-
ty-second country of the European Union where 
this initiative is launched, and the Company was 
one of the first to sign this document and be-
come an ambassador.

Lithuanian airports are the gateway to the 
country where the most diverse travelers meet. 
The diversity and differences of people are very 
important for the company. In order to make 
all travelers feel welcome and accepted, the 

Lithuanian airports 
are the gateway to 
the country where 
the most diverse 
travelers meet.  
The diversity and  
differences of  
people are very 
important for the 
company

Company strives to ensure that at all stages of 
passenger service, and especially during the in-
spection, the diversity and differences of people 
are respected, equal and non-discriminatory atti-
tude is upheld and human rights are guaranteed. 
In pursuit of this goal, the Company organizes 
various activities to ensure respect for each reli-
gion, culture or customs. Information on the basic 
customs, religious objects and traditions of vari-
ous religions is included in the training program 
for aviation security personnel at all airports. In 
2020, the company developed and started train-
ing programs for providing remote customer 
service and services for customers with special 
needs for employees of the company and part-
ners working in the territory of airports. 
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Indicators and results

In order to ensure adequate service for dis-
abled passengers and persons with reduced 
mobility, in accordance with the  ECAC Policy 
statement in the field of civil aviation facili-
tation) No. 30 , Section 5, Part I and its cor-
responding annexes, the Company shall set at 
each airport the indicators of quality of service 
for persons with disabilities or persons with 
reduced mobility. 

The following quality indicators are set at Vil-
nius Airport:

• departing passengers with reduced mobil-
ity who have purchased tickets in advance 
and informed of the need and nature of 
assistance and who arrived at the place of 
arrival/departure on time;

• the waiting time of the passenger with lim-
ited mobility at the arrival/departure points 
shall not exceed 5 minutes;

• all passengers with reduced mobility, with-
out exception, must be embarked on board 
an aircraft unless this is not possible due to 
irresistible circumstances;

• departing passengers with reduced mo-
bility who have not previously purchased 
tickets and who have notified the need and 
nature of assistance only from the point of 
arrival/departure;

• the waiting time of the passenger with lim-
ited (reduced) mobility at the arrival/de-
parture points shall not exceed 10 minutes;

• arriving passengers with reduced mobili-
ty, where information on the need for as-
sistance from the departing airport is ob-
tained after the aircraft take-off (no later 
than 30 minutes before the aircraft landing 
at Vilnius Airport);

• the waiting time of the passenger with lim-
ited (reduced) mobility on board the air-
craft shall not exceed 5 minutes after the 
disembarkation of other passengers;

• arriving passengers with reduced mobility, 
where information on the need for assis-
tance from the airport of departure was not 
received in the event of the take-off and 
the need for assistance was only learned 
from the ground handling company while 
the aircraft is in the aircraft parking lot;

• the waiting time of the passenger with lim-
ited (reduced) mobility on board the air-
craft shall not exceed 5 minutes after the 
disembarkation of other passengers; 

2020 The company achieved the following re-
sults in the field of human rights:

• 3 659 passengers with special needs 
were serviced at all three airports (Vilnius, 
Kaunas, Palanga). 

• 678 employees participated in the train-
ing on the proper servicing of passengers 
with special needs and passed the knowl-
edge tests (213 in 2018; 345 in 2019). This 
indicator is linked to one of the strategic 
indicators.

TABLE 6. Key indicators

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Total number of 
passengers with 

disabilities served 
(all three airports)

3 771 6 149 7 543 8 000
11 

094
11 

495
3 659

Number of 
passengers with 

special needs 
served at Vilnius 

Airport

3 084 5 017 6 064 6 138 8 325 7 996 2 346

Number of 
passengers with 

special needs 
served at Kaunas 

Airport

687 1 000 1 237 1 452 2 117 2 935 1 158

Number of 
passengers with 

special needs 
served at Palanga 

Airport

132 242 410 652 564 155

employees participated in the 
training on the proper servicing of 
passengers with special needs and 
passed the knowledge tests

678
employees
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Key risks

The main risks that may arise in the area of 
human rights include inadequate satisfaction, 
discrimination or bullying of passengers with 
special needs. In order to manage this risk, 
current and new employees receive periodic 
training on various disabilities and the proper 
servicing of passengers with such disabilities. 
In 2020, electronic training on this topic has 
been introduced, which has resulted in an 
even greater number of employees and part-
ner participants, to ensure faster and more 
frequent dissemination of information. 

The probability of damage to the wheelchair of 
the passenger and the cost of compensation 
for damages (prices for strollers can reach up 
to 10-15 thousand EUR) Eur), while a person 
using such a wheelchair would be limited in 
his/her possibilities of movement. In order to 
manage these risks, there is a need for clear 
responsibility of the airport and ground han-
dling companies providing services for persons 
with reduced mobility in the service of persons 
with reduced mobility and their equipment. 
Training for employees on the proper opera-
tion of equipment, risk warnings, post-training 
knowledge tests are also required. In the year 
2020, Lithuanian airports have purchased 
5 units of wheelchairs that can be used by 
passengers or used as substitutes in case of 
damage. 

 
Other initiatives  
in the field of human rights

Cooperation with "Maisto bankas" (Food bank). 
In order to contribute to the initiative of re-

ducing food waste, the Company has installed 
special containers. In them, passengers leave 
food that they cannot take with them on board 
the aircraft. Later, the collected food is not 
discarded, but donated to the Food Bank.

Airport access is accessible for disabled peo-
ple and passengers with reduced mobility. 

The company also takes care of the arrival 
of disabled persons or persons with reduced 
mobility at airports. Cooperation is organized 
with the Order of Malta help service, National 
Institute for Social Integration, providing the 
service “Social taxi”, with the help of which 
disabled persons can be brought to Vilnius, 
Kaunas or Palanga airport by means of a spe-
cial vehicle. Palanga Airport additionally coop-
erates with VšĮ Socialinių paslaugų informaci-
jos centras (Public Institution Social Services 
Information Centre), providing transportation 
and escorting services for disabled and seat-
ing patients. 

The power of the buyer to the supplier. Upon 
choosing to participate in the procurement 
organized by the Company and in order to be-
come a supplier of the company, the partic-
ipants are introduced and must comply with 
the applicable procedures in the company 
relating to safe working conditions, anti-cor-
ruption, etc. Purchase conditions require 
suppliers to ensure at least a minimum remu-
neration for employees. In cases where there 
is a suspicion of too low a bid price, the LOU 
shall take additional steps to ensure that the 
potential supplier provides a minimum remu-
neration for its employees and that the much 
lower price is not provided at the expense of 
employee remuneration. 
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Company policies in the field of 
anti-corruption and bribery and their 
implementation

The Company advocates zero tolerance to cor-
ruption. The Code of Ethics of SE Lithuanian air-
ports Employees stipulates that the Company 
promotes fair business policy without corrup-
tion and transparent communication with all 
business partners and institutions. The Code 
of Ethics of employees puts the general objec-

tives of the Company above the personal ones 
and encourages employees of the Company to 
always prevent conflicts of interest, not to en-
gage in activities contrary to the interests of 
the Company, and to avoid situations in which 
honesty of employees could be questioned. 

In its activities, the company is guided by the 
order of the Minister of Transport and Com-
munications of the Republic of Lithuania ap-
proving the Ministry of Transport and Commu-
nications of the Republic of Lithuania and its 
regulatory area companies, enterprises and 
institutions': Code of conduct for employees, 
Corruption resistance policy, Code of conduct 
for operating partners and Gift policy.  

The Company, together with the ministry and 
organizations, shall participate in the prepara-
tion and implementation of the anti-corruption 
program in the transport sector and the plan of 
measures to implement this program for a pe-
riod of at least two years. The Anti-corruption 
program sets out anti-corruption objectives, 
tasks, monitoring, control, accountability, pro-
gram modification, updating and financing. 
The program develops an effective, targeted 
and coherent system for the prevention of cor-
ruption and anti-corruption education in the 
transport sector. Implementation of the Pro-
gram shall include a Plan setting out measures 
for the implementation of the fight against 
corruption, deadlines for its implementation, 
its executors and expected results. The com-
pany implements the measures assigned to 
it in the Plan and periodically reports to the 
Ministry of Transport and Communications on 
the progress of the implementation plan of 
the Program implementation measures, their 
effectiveness, and problems related to the im-
plementation of the measures.  

The main policies of the Company in the field 
of anti-corruption and bribery are: 

• The13 September 2017 Order of the Gen-
eral director of the Company, approved the 
description of the Company's corruption 
prevention policy (hereinafter — "De-
scription"), which regulates the general 
provisions of corruption intolerance in the 
Company, the basic principles of corruption 
prevention policy, the measures applied 
by the Company to prevent corruption, as 
well as their coordination and control of 
their implementation.  It should be noted 
that a new version of the Description was 
approved by the 24 February 2021 order of 
the General director of the Company.  

• The 21 December 2018 Order of the Gen-
eral director of the Company of No. 1R-216 
approved the Description of the procedure 
for implementing and ensuring the func-
tioning of internal information channels for 
supplying violations information.

The Description applies to all employees of 
the Company, including persons performing 
internships, as well as persons representing 
the Company on other legal grounds. Activities 
partners are also encouraged to familiarize 
themselves with the description. The corrup-
tion prevention policy in the Company is im-
plemented in accordance with the principles 
of legality, binding, interaction, constancy, 
publicity, personal example, employee in-
volvement, intolerance to corruption and in-
evitability of responsibility. Each employee of 
the Company undertakes to comply with the 
provisions of corruption intolerance set out in 
the Description of corruption prevention, to 
carry out corruption prevention measures, to 
avoid any corruption violations and to perform 

functions entrusted to him in good faith and 
transparently.

On 1 January 2019, a description of the pro-
cedure for implementing Internal violation in-
forming channels and ensuring their function-
ing at Lithuanian airports came into force and 
a person responsible for administering these 
internal violation information channels was 
appointed. The Company provides the oppor-
tunity to report a criminal offence, adminis-
trative misconduct or violation of labor duties, 
as well as a serious violation of mandatory 
norms of professional ethics or other violation 
of the law that threatens the public interest 
or violates it in several ways, whenever it is 
being prepared, in the process or completed 
at the Company: by e-mail pranesk@ltou.lt, 
by filling out the notification form published 
in the Intranet or in the section “Corruption 
prevention” of the website www.ltou.lt, by 
mail or upon arrival at the Company. In 2020, 
3 reports of alleged breaches were received, 
inspections of the received information were 
carried out and preventive measures were 
taken to manage the risks. It should be noted 
that not only employees of the Company, but 
also other persons associated with or related 
to the Company (consulting, contract, intern-
ship, paid works, volunteering, etc.) have the 
opportunity to report possible violations in the 
Company. This possibility is communicated 
both on the internal intranet and on the Com-
pany's website.

(© UN)

  
ANTI-CORRUPTION 
AND BRIBERY  
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Each specific instrument envisaged in the 
Plan of implementation of measures of the 
Anti-corruption program shall be assessed 
on the basis of the expected results set out 
in the Program implementation plan. In 2020, 
the measures envisaged in the Plan of imple-
mentation of measures of the Anti-corruption 
program were implemented, such as: the 
determination and assessment of the prob-
ability of occurrence of corruption was car-
ried out, a survey of employees on tolerance 
to corruption was carried out, information 
was analyzed and provided to the Ministry of 
Transport and Communications on purchases 
carried out in 2019, regulation was carried 
out for each category of employees possible 
to allocate technological equipment limits, 
approved limits for use of mobile phones and 

their control procedures, developed projects 
for parking rules and pricing of vehicles in the 
control zone of Kaunas and Palanga branches, 
strengthened internal control procedures for 
parking of vehicles in the non-controlled area, 
publicized corruption prevention activities, 
targeted training of employees on corruption 
prevention topics implemented, as well as the 
performance of periodic anti-corruption edu-
cation of all employees, etc. 

The company periodically reports to the Min-
istry of Transport and Communications on the 
implementation of the measures provided for 
in the Plan of measures for the implementa-
tion of the Anti-corruption program and moni-
tors the following indicators:

 
Results and indicators

TABLE 7. Key indicators of the corruption program

INDICATOR IN THE YEAR 2020 2020

Number of registered offenses due to conflict of 
interest situations, pcs. 

3 4

Number of employees involved in targeted corruption 
prevention training*

125 121

Publicity of activities related to the prevention of 
corruption. 

6 8

* Periodically everyone on corruption prevention topics: during meetings and discussions, publishing relevant information about the 
measures taken to prevent corruption on the intranet and providing access to the prepared methodological material.
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Key risks

Every year, the responsible person appoint-
ed by the General Director for Corruption pre-
vention activities — a Corruption prevention 
and vindication specialist of the Security and 
safety Department, performs the identification 
and assessment of the areas of activity of the 
Company, where there is a high probability of 
occurrence of corruption. The purpose of this 
assessment is to identify risk factors (condi-
tions, events or circumstances) affecting the 
activities of the Company, which may create 
prerequisites for the emergence of corruption, 
to identify areas of activity that have the most 
significant risk factors for corruption, and to 
propose prevention measures for the man-
agement or elimination of risk factors for cor-
ruption. During the analysis and evaluation of 
the probability of occurrence of corruption, the 
list of processes of the Company is reviewed 
annually and each of the Company's activities 
is evaluated according to the criteria set out 
in the Law on Prevention of corruption. After 
carrying out the assessment of activities, the 
general list of risks of the Company is reviewed 
and additional potential risks of corruption in 
a particular field of activity are identified. Sub-
sequently, areas of activities are selected for 
a detailed assessment and compared to the 
situation that should be based on assessment 
criteria (regulatory legislation determining the 
legal status, activity or performance of individ-
ual functions, other regulatory legal acts con-
taining obligations both legal and general) and 
identifies specific risk factors for corruption in 
that area of activity, as well as proposes pre-
ventive measures to manage them.

In the year 2020, Assessment of Company ac-
tivity areas where there is a high probability of 
occurrence of corruption included: asset man-

agement, use and disposal, project implemen-
tation and supervision, coordination of public 
and private interests. After the analysis, specif-
ic recommendations were made to strengthen 
internal control procedures, legal acts compli-
ance control mechanism and ensure timely im-
plementation of requirements set out in legal 
acts. 

Often, corruption risks arise during the procure-
ment process. For this reason, the Company 
has approved a list of the main possible risks 
of corruption during public procurement, and, 
after receiving information about possible risks 
in a particular procurement, preventive mea-
sures and actions are taken to control these 
risks. Employees of the company are constant-
ly encouraged to inform the responsible person 
about possible risks of corruption.

 
Other initiatives in the fight  
against corruption and bribery

In 2020, as every year, an anonymous survey 
of the Company's employees was conduct-
ed on tolerance to corruption. Summarizing 
the results, it was found that the SE Lithua-
nian airports is intolerant of corruption (97.1 
percent of respondents said this). Compared 
with previous years, intolerance to corruption 
remained unchanged. The employees of the 
Company are also well aware that the mea-
sures to prevent corruption are being carried 
out in the Company (as indicated by 97.2% 
of the respondents), and also know where to 
report a known corruption case (as many as 
97.2% of the respondents indicated).

In order to ensure fair competition, transpar-
ent and rational purchase of goods, works or 
services, and in order to ensure implemen-
tation of the provisions of the Law on Public 
Procurement of the Republic of Lithuania, 

monitoring of the compliance with the pro-
visions of the Law on Public procurement is 
carried out annually in the institutions under 
the management of the Minister of Transport 
and Communications, the supervision of pro-
curement processes is strengthened, corrup-
tion risks factors supervision is carried out. For 
this reason, the Company annually monitors, 
analyzes, summarizes and provides informa-
tion to the Ministry of Transport and Commu-
nications regarding international, simplified, 
low-value procurements, distinguishing be-
tween published and unpublished low value 
procurements, while specifying from them 
the published and non-published purchases 
from one supplier, statistics on non-procure-
ment, procurement with specific factors or 
circumstances, for example: procurements  
published last year accounted for 95 percent 
of all purchases (3 percent more than in pre-
vious years), procurements from one supplier 
— 2.6 percent.  Data on suppliers, changes of 
contracts, procurement planning, application 
of cost-benefit analysis, prior market inform-
ing, publicity of procurement information, re-
sults of control implementation, etc.  

In the internal network of the company, em-
ployees are constantly informed about cor-

ruption prevention activities in the Company. 
In addition, in 2020 Employees of the Compa-
ny participated not only in internal training on 
corruption prevention topics, but also in the 
training of the Chief ethics commission officer 
on the declaration of private interests.

The Description of the implementation proce-
dure of the provisions of the Law on Harmoni-
zation of Public and Private Interests has been 
approved in the Company, which provides a 
list of posts declaring private interests, limita-
tions for people working in the Company and 
declaring private interests, including declaring 
private interests, conflicts of interest man-
agement, procedures for dismissal or self-dis-
missal from preparing, discussing or accepting 
decisions, limitations for accepting services or 
gifts, etc. The Company periodically controls 
the compliance of employees with the provi-
sions of the Law on Harmonization of Public 
and Private Interests. The Company has been 
following zero gift tolerance policy for several 
years and informs its business partners about 
it. The Company approved the accounting pro-
cesses of Gift accounting management and 
actions, on receiving unlawful remuneration, 
as well as organized training of employees on 
this topic.  

Interinstitutional cooperation. The Company is developing interinstitutional cooperation and sharing 
best practices in the field of corruption prevention.
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Information on  
compliance with the  
provisions of Chapters II 
to III of the  
Transparency guidelines
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Activity reports and financial statements are 
prepared by SE Lithuanian airports in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Transparen-
cy guidelines Description approved by the 14 
July 2010 Resolution of the Government of the 
Republic of Lithuania No. 1052  "On the ap-
proval of the Description of guidelines for en-
suring transparency in the activities of State 
enterprises" (and subsequent amendments) 
(hereinafter - "Transparency guidelines") and 
the requirements set out in the Law on State 
and Municipal Enterprises. The company's 
website (http://www.ltou.lt)and the websites of 
the company's branches publish the mission, 
vision, values, strategic goals and objectives 
of the Company, information about the current 
number of employees, annual payroll fund, 
enterprises monthly salaries of managers and 
deputies, traffic and passenger statistics. The 
information contained in this activity report 
ensures compliance with all transparency 
guidelines specified in the 14 July 2010 Res-
olution No. 1052 of the Government of the 
Republic of Lithuania. Information on compli-
ance with the provisions of Chapters II to III of 
the Transparency guidelines are presented in 
the table below.

TABLE 8. Summary of compliance with transparency guidelines

POINT OF THE GUIDELINES ON TRANSPARENCY OF STATE ENTERPRISES  
(DESCRIPTION)

EXECUTION NOTES

Section II. Disclosure of information related to state enterprises

5. The following data and information must be published on the State enterprise's website:

5.1.–5.14. Name; code and register in which data on the company are collected and stored; 
headquarters (address); legal status in the case of restructuring, reorganization (indication of the 

way of reorganization), liquidation, bankruptcy or bankruptcy process of state enterprise; state 
representing institution name and link to the institution website; operation objectives, vision 

and mission of the operation; structure; details of the head of enterprise; data of the chairman 
and members of the board, in the case of the constitution of the board according to articles 

of association; data of the chairman and members of the supervisory board in the case of the 
establishment of a supervisory board in accordance with the articles of associations; names of 

committees, details of their chairpersons and members, if committees are set up; sum of nominal 
values of state-owned shares (in Euros to the second decimal point) and share (percentage) of 
the authorized capital of a state enterprise; information on social responsibility initiatives and 

measures relevant to ongoing or planned investment projects.

+
All public information about the company is 

published on the Company's website  
http://www.ltou.lt

6. For the sake of publicity regarding the professionalism of the members of management 
and supervisory bodies as well as members of the committees set up in state enterprises, the 

following details of the persons referred to in sub-points 5.8 to 5.11 of the Description shall be 
published: name, surname, date of commencement of current positions, other current mana-
gerial positions in other in legal entities, education, qualifications and professional experience. 
If a person referred to in sub-points 5.9 to 5.11 of the Description is elected or appointed as an 

independent member, this shall be added to his/her data.

+
All public information about the company is 

published on the Company's website  
http://www.ltou.lt

5. The following data and information must be published on the State enterprise's website:

7.1 to 7.6. articles of association; letter from the representative authority of the State regarding 
the determination of the objectives and expectations of the State in a State  enterprise; a strat-
egy of activity or a summary thereof in cases where the business strategy contains confidential 

information or information which is considered commercial/industrial secrets; remuneration pol-
icy document, covering the determination of the remuneration of the head of a state enterprise 
and the remuneration of members of collegiate bodies and committees constituted in a state 

enterprise, as described in more detail in the Company governance code; State enterprise annual 
and interim reports, annual and interim activity reports and an interim report for a period of at 

least five years; sets of annual and interim financial statements for a period of at least five years 
and the conclusions of the auditor of the annual financial statements.

+

All public information about the company is 
published on the Company's website  

http://www.ltou.lt
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Section III. Preparation of sets of financial statements, reports and activity reports

14. State enterprises shall keep accounts in such a way as to ensure that financial  
statements are drawn up in accordance with international accounting standards.

+
Financial statements of the company are 

prepared in accordance with
international financial reporting standards.

15. In addition to the annual financial statements set, the State enterprise prepares a 
6-month interim financial statement set and the State enterprise sets of interim financial 

statements for 3, 6 and 9 months.
+

The company prepares a set of annual financial 
statements and sets of interim financial state-
ments for 3, 6, 9 and 12 months and publishes 

them on the company's website  
http://www.ltou.lt 

16. A State enterprise classified as public-interest enterprises in accordance with the Law 
on Audit of Financial Statements of the Republic of Lithuania, and in addition to the annual 
report, prepares an interim report of 6 months. The State enterprise, according to the Law 

on Audit of Financial Statements of the Republic of Lithuania, is classified as public-interest 
enterprise, in addition to the annual activity report, prepares an interim activity  

report for 6 months.

+

The company prepares the annual activity 
report and the 6-month interim activity report 
and publishes them on the company's website 

http://www.ltou.lt

17. In addition to the content requirements laid down in the Law on Company Financial Reporting of the Republic of Lithuania or in the  
Law on State and Municipal Enterprises of the Republic of Lithuania, the following shall be included in the annual report of a  

state-managed enterprise or in the annual activity report of a state enterprise:

17.1. a brief description of the business model of the state enterprise; +

Information on the business model of a State 
enterprise is provided in Section 1 “Operational 

strategy and objectives” and Section 2  
“Company management structure,  

management bodies”.

17.2. information on significant events that occurred during and after the financial year 
(prior to the preparation of the annual report or the annual activity report) and which were 

of fundamental importance to the activities of the state-owned enterprise;
+

information on major events that are of 
fundamental importance to the activities of a 

State enterprise that occurred during and after 
the reporting period is contained in Section 3 
“Major significant events for the activities of 

the Company during the reporting period" and 
Section 14 “Significant events  

after the financial year”;

17.3. results of implementation of the objectives set out in the strategy of activities  
of a state-owned enterprise;

+

information on the implementation of the ob-
jectives set out in the strategy of the activities 
of the State Company, the results are provided 

in Section 1 “Operational strategy  
and objectives”.
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17.4. indicators of profitability, liquidity, asset turnover, debt; +
Information on the indicators achieved by the enter-
prise can be found in Section 10 “Main results and fi-

nancial indicators describing the company's activities."

17.5. fulfillment of special obligations; - The company does not have special obligations.

17.6. implementation of investment policy, implementation and planned investment 
projects and investments during the reporting year;

+

Information on investments during the reporting 
period, the largest projects carried out and planned are 

provided in Section 8 “Investments of the Company, 
largest investment projects carried out and planned”.

17.7. Implementation of the risk management policy applied in a State enterprise; +
Information on the implementation of the risk man-

agement policy applied by the Company can be found 
in Section 13 “Risk factors and their management”.

17.8. implementation of dividend policy in state enterprises; +
Information on the company's dividend policy can be 
found in Section 7 “Owner's capital and its changes”.

17.9. Implementation of the salary policy; +
The remuneration policy applied by the company can 

be found in Section 9 “Staff and salaries”.

17.10. total annual salary fund, average monthly earnings according to current 
positions and/or divisions;

+

Information on the total annual salary fund and the 
average monthly fixed (allocated) remuneration by 
function group is provided in Section 9 "Staff and 

salaries".

17.11. information on compliance with the provisions of Section II and III of the 
Description: indicate how they are implemented, what provisions are not complied 

with, and explain why.
+

Information on compliance with Chapters II and III 
of the Description shall be provided in Section 16 

"Information on compliance with Chapters II and III of 
the Transparency guidelines".

18. State enterprises and state-managed companies, which are not subject to 
the preparation of the Social responsibility report are recommended to provide 

information related to environmental, social and personnel, human rights assurance 
information and anti-corruption and bribery issues in the annual report or annual 

activity report, as appropriate.

+

Information on ongoing social, environmental, person-
nel, human rights assurance and anti-bribery initiatives 

and policies can be found in Chapter 15, "Ongoing 
social and environmental initiatives".

Also, in order to increase transparency, SE Lith-
uanian airports publicize their performance 
results through various means of mass media. 
SE Lithuanian airports inform interested par-
ties about the activities of their airport, coop-
erate with various organizations, publish their 
planned development projects. The airport shall 
also cooperate with the airport users' commit-
tee to which the performance, pricing policy, 
development projects and other relevant infor-
mation is presented.

In 2019, SE Lithuanian airports took the ini-
tiative to organize an event in which suppli-
ers were invited to participate, to whom the 
planned investments were presented, thus aim-
ing not only to increase transparency but also 
to increase competition in public procurement. 
Due to the limitations caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic, this event was canceled.
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